
a) Keep the preview session on schedule as agreed upon with the Lay Director, which
offers excellent practice for the three days.

b) Assist speakers with visual aids.

c) Escort the speakers out of the room following a preview and remain with them
during discussion time.

d) Arrive early to set up the meeting room; have routine supplies such as name tags on
hand for each meeting.

4. Help build community.

a) Get to know all of the team members.

b) Be available to team members, especially first timers, to help with talks, offer sup-
port, share ideas.

c) Encourage agape and prayer by example.

d) Be a servant at all times to others on the team.

5. Prior to the Emmaus weekend, meet with the Lay Director and the Music Leader to go
over every aspect of the three-day schedule.

a) Give input to the Lay Director on team table assignments.

b) Be sure responsibilities for the three days are clear and concise.

c) Ask questions and clarify any remaining confusion about the event.

Walk

1. Carry out your assignment and role each day according to the Lay Director’s agreement
with the Assistant Lay Directors. The responsibilities are generally divided in this way:
One Assistant Lay Director works in the conference room as timekeeper, shares the job
of introducing talks with the Lay Director, and keeps the conference room process in
order. A second Assistant Lay Director notifies speakers to get dressed, accompanies
them to the chapel, joins others to pray for the speakers, returns to the chapel with
speakers after their talk for additional prayer, and helps present general agape letters
and banners. A third Assistant Lay Director runs errands, finds stragglers, helps present
general agape and banners, and is in charge of taking table groups to the chapel for
prayer on Saturday. The Lay Director should have the Assistant Lay Directors rotate
responsibility for these areas daily in order to enhance their learning and experience.

2. Give the talk PRIORITY or FOURTH DAY and fulfill your job as assigned.

3. Follow the detailed Assistant Lay Director’s checklist in The Walk to Emmaus Directors’
Manual or The Walk to Emmaus Team Manual.
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4. Follow the three-day schedule closely while being flexible for special needs and a sense
of natural flow.

Post-Walk

Participate in the Fourth-Day meeting after the Emmaus event and the team-evaluation
meeting.

Table Leader’s Responsibilities

In many respects, Table Leaders have the most important responsibility in the conference
room. The pilgrims experience most of the event and develop lasting relationships at the
table. The Table Leaders facilitate table interaction in response to each talk (discussion; sum-
mary; representation of the summary as a poster, skit, song, etc.; and evening presentation)
and support the building of koinonia, Christian community, among those at the table.

Table Leaders are named publicly on Friday morning as the table process is explained
and the participants are seated. While participants rotate seats for each talk throughout the
Walk, the Table Leaders do not; they remain stationed in the chair that puts their back to the
speaker and faces them toward the others at the table.

Table Leaders are seated this way for five reasons: One, it prevents the pilgrims from
having to sit with their backs to the speaker. Two, it helps Table Leaders see the pilgrims and
remain aware of their responses toward the talks and the Walk. Three, it helps the others at the
table remain aware of the Table Leader’s example of always paying attention and taking copious
notes. Four, it means that the Table Leader will have a chance to sit next to each person at the
table. Five, it allows each person to participate at the table from several different positions.

Table Leaders are at the event to lead the pilgrims. They stay at their tables during talk
discussion and summary representation times. If they need something or if a pilgrim leaves
the table unexpectedly, the Table Leader alerts one of the Assistant Lay Directors.

Table Leaders, like all team members, assume no special privileges over the pilgrims and
should remember that they are also pilgrims in need of God’s grace and guidance. They take
no false pride in the fact that they have been on an Emmaus Walk (or served on teams) before.
Therefore, they do not talk about it unless asked. They serve in their Table Leader role as a
friend among friends. Their leadership style is low-key but not invisible. There is no question
about who the Table Leaders are. A Table Leader who tries to remain invisible practices
deception and may frustrate the table members and the process, especially when the table
needs leadership or when pilgrims need to speak to a team member.

Table Leader’s Guidelines

Set an Example

Above all, Table Leaders guide by example; they set an example with their positive attitude.
An attitude of confidence, interest, personal openness, and eager participation in every part


